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“A University of Maryland study of undergraduates found
that after a physics lecture by a well-regarded professor,
almost no students could provide a specific answer to the
question, ‘What was the lecture you just heard about?’

[...]

Wieman1 himself found that when he quizzed students about
a fact he had presented 15 minutes earlier in a lecture, only
10 percent showed any sign of remembering it.”

—D. H. Freedman2

1Associate Director for Science in the White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy, 9/2010-6/2012

2http://discovermagazine.com/2011/dec/16-impatient-futurist-science-finds-better-way-to-
teach



Background

I Cognitive Science, Education Literatures
I Interact with new information
I Learn by doing; problem based learning; repeated quizzing;

activities that consolidate information
I Deslauriers, Schelew & Wieman (2011)

I two large sections (N = 267 and N = 271), introductory
undergraduate physics course, 12th week (3 hours of instruction)

I traditional lecture given by an experienced highly rated instructor
I novel instruction given by a trained but inexperienced instructor



Background

Figure from Deslauriers, Schelew & Wieman (2011). Improved Learning in a
Large-Enrollment Physics Class. Science, 332, pp. 862–864.

I “deliberate practice”: questions/tasks requiring
reasoning/problem solving with ongoing feedback



Class & Population

I Categorical Data Analysis: 5 years as lecture–only course
I Population:

I Psychology Graduate Students (Social, Clinical, Cognitive,
Quantitative)

I Other Graduate Students (Business, Education, Communication
Studies, East Asian Studies)

I Undergraduates completing a Social and Behavioral
Methodology Minor



The New ‘Reversed’ Class

I Videos
I Typically 60-75 minutes/week
I Created from recordings taken in the last lecture year

I Class Time (3 hours, once a week)
I 30 minutes: answering questions about the video
I 15 minutes: quiz
I 2 hours: exercises in self-selected small groups (2-3 students)

I Instructor & GTA Role (frequent feedback)
I move efficiently past roadblocks
I answer questions, connecting to other material
I discussing conceptual points



Exercise Characteristics

I Vaguely-define/semi-structured problems (possibly with more
than one answer)

I Required many skills (statistical decisions, programming,
interpretation, how to communicate results)

I Goal of exercises is not always immediate apparent from the
outset (non-obvious bigger conceptual issues or take-away
messages)



Please use the Wrksht15AIDS.csv dataset for the following questions. These data
were generated based on a hypothetical randomized control trial about the
effectiveness of a certain AIDS treatment. There are three variables in the dataset:
Survive [whether the participant survived until 5-year span of the study (=1) or not
(=0)]; WBCC [the patient’s measured white blood cell count at the beginning of the
study, in thousands]; and drug [whether the patient was assigned to receive the
experimental drug treatment (=1) or a placebo (=0)].

1. We would like to know how the drug administered to patients affected their
chances of survival, accounting for their base-level of white blood cells. Please code
and run this model.
2. How would you interpret the effect of the drug on the odds of survival?
3. What is the Wald p-value for this predictor? And the Likelihood Ratio p-value?
What are the AICs for the two models? What do these results tell you?
4. To demonstrate the variance of our estimates, please produce confidence intervals
for each beta (the intervals may be either profile likelihood or Wald). What would
you conclude based on these confidence intervals?
5. What would you conclude about the drug’s effectiveness, given your results?
6. Produce a plot of observed values, with white blood cell count as the x-axis and
survival as the y-axis, and a table of observed counts for the number of survivors in
each drug condition. What do you observe?



Sample Exercise



Sample Exercise



A Retrospective

I 2013, 2014 reverse class implemented (n=31)
I My observations

I Worst: creating videos, letting go of control
I Best: ‘light bulb’ moments, students leave exhausted, matching

directly to student/group skill, very engaging/tiring
I Survey: Students were informed of this presentation.

I Found contact information for 26 students + 2 GTAs
I 20 student response, 2 GTA responses
I 22 double-spaced pages of responses (6700+ words)



Using a reverse classroom,
what advantages are there for individual learning?

6x ability to learn on one’s own time or at one’s own pace
hands on experience, application of statistical methods

5x ability to review/rewind lecture, watch multiple times
4x less time spent on mundane coding issues, efficient

immediate help when learning a (new) program from instructors
3x help from peers, beneficial group work

pushes students, more intensive practice

2x helpful to practice explaining concepts to other students; more personalized
guidance
1x less boring; less stressful because surrounded by help; practice time without
additional lab; positive view of being able to come to class prepared with questions
from video; helpful for shy students; good for classes with students with diverse
backgrounds



Using a reverse classroom,
what disadvantages are there for individual learning?

4x unequal participation of group members, unprepared students

2x can’t ask videos real-time questions, which negatively impacts learning; takes
some getting used to; requires quite a bit of time outside of class to get maximum
value; if other members of the group understand the material much better, you can
get left behind; can be annoying to have to work with other students

1x video lectures are less engaging; no follow-up assignment, so no additional
practice outside of class; leaves unmotivated students behind; having to work in
groups lends itself to a lack of individualization; requires students to be highly
motivated and self-disciplined; limits to possible class size, otherwise not enough
time to approach every student



Graduate Teaching Assistant Responses

lots of teachable moments

students who would not typically ask questions felt more comfortable
doing so

as a GTA in a reverse classroom, I never got to sit down

in lecture classes it is easier to catch up if missing classes or when
unable to prepare for class, as the interactions with instructors are not
replaceable



Graduate Teaching Assistant Quote

“I believe that we saw some of our most ambitious and creative
end-of-semester projects in the reverse-classroom environment. For
the lecture classroom, the end-of-semester project served as a
demonstration that the students could apply the material. With the
reverse classroom, students had already demonstrated their
application of the material every time we met, so it necessitated them
to strive for something more to show in their projects.”



Student Quotes

“I found the video lectures to be less engaging than an in-class lecture,
and the biggest con was that I could not ask questions mid-lecture. ”

“I could see that if you had a problem with domineering personalities,
conflict, lack of communication, social loafing, groupthink — all of
these would come into play with a group, and they would decrease
your individual learning.”



Student Quotes

“Being able to work through these difficulties [implementing
statistical analyses] in class was extremely useful, rather than sitting
at home banging my head on the table or throwing my computer out
the window :)”

“...even a few years out, I feel more competent in using and
understanding categorical data analysis than I do other methods in
which I completed coursework.”



Student Quotes

“I found the reverse classroom course put A LOT of responsibility on
the student. If you don’t spend the effort to make sense of the video
lecture, then going to class would be a waste of time. This is not a bad
system at all, and in fact I found it to be preferable to a lecture-based
course. I had this feeling that I had much much more obligation to
learn on my own, and in the end I think that made me learn a lot
more.” [emphasis added]

“I found myself challenged in new ways because I was faced with
questions from my peers that you don’t run into in a lecture class,
because there’s no real hands-on opportunity to encounter them, e.g.,
— does this make sense? Does this have validity? Is this model
working or not? How do we know?” [emphasis added]


